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The Astroslayer 

 

A long, long way into the future, when dragons ruled space, there lived the entire Human 

race on a planet called KGEBI with one dragon slayer called: THE ASTROSLAYER. He had his 

own rocket to get into space. It was a luxury 32nd century rocket called Apollo MOLLY but 

had problems like Apollo 13 (which had a blown oxygen tank) or Apollo 1 (which didn’t even 

launch because it burst into flames on a launch pad test killing the astronauts but no one 

knows why)…Any way this rocket might have some problems because it’s just like any other. 

 

Ready for lift off he was staring out at his home, but he was ready. Scared but ready. Waving 

goodbye to his friends and family all systems are a go. Lift off in 5…4…3…2…1…lift off he was 

off ready to fight.  

 

A couple of days later, he found Earth, their former home, now ruled by dragons.  He landed 

on a secret island. He starts to walk to a teleportation module which placed him on the main 

land. He  saw thousands of dragons roaming the land - everything gone all that was left 

were houses… big houses. He went into a building called ‘DRAGON CORP’ and travelled to 

the top floor where the dragon ruler of Earth sat on a human shaped chair. He was called 

Joe and it seemed they were both ready to battle for the planet but the dragons had a plan… 

Joe warned everyone about him so five minutes later, the whole country burst into flames 

.It was a fierce battle but in the end Joe was stabbed in the leg with a lightsabre but that’s 

when the plan came into action. He saw Joe’s soul travel to a machine which then turned on 

and some tiny dragons in a box became adult dragons. 

 

This was it. The final battle. He tried to battle them. He went at them but he got hit by a 

fireball. He tried two more times but then realised he needed backup. He sent a call to 

KGEBI and got backup. When they arrived, lots died but in the end earth changed back to 

beautiful. The humans lived knowing they defeated the dragons once and for all. 

 


